
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: 321029

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 5+ years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: 321029
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Tingting.Han@infineon.com

Senior Engineer Plating Engineering

Job description
Accountable and responsible for meeting operational excellence in plating process, 
including production sustaining, process optimization, productivity, yield and quality 
control. Ensure to provide the product that fullfil Infineon requirement.,

 In your new role you will:

Accountable and responsible for meeting operational excellence in plating 
process, including production sustaining, process optimization, productivity, 
yield and quality control. Ensure to provide the product that fullfil Infineon 
requirement.,

Plating suppliers management by defining smart KPIs and implementation plans.

Fan out Infineon BE shop floor management systemic in plating line(e.g GnS, 
ESR, Quality Dialogueetc) ,,

Identify the key factors for plating process optimization or continuous 
improvement with innovative approaches.

Improve plating process quality towards zero defect and address customer 
complaints by 8D methodology with plating supplier and internal team. ,,

Lead or support projects driven by quality, productivity or cost. Take care plating 
delivery performance and support purchasing business on plating technical 
related activities.,,

Planning ,scheduling and production activities and supervising the production 
process,,

Ensuring plating cost efficiency in term of maintenance, material and human 
resource.

Develop people competency to ensure them fulfill Infineon systematic 
management requirement.,

Profile
 You are best equipped for this task if you have:

Develop people competency to ensure them fulfill Infineon systematic 
management requirement.

At least 8 years experience in Semiconductor Engineering.

Good communication and interpersonal skills

Well trained with 8D/DMAIC/6 SIGMA

Why Us

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes 
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better 
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a 
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces 
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources. 
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